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Since Phillips' seminal paper in 1958,1 the
economics profession has devoted considerable
effort to the study ofthe linkage between infla-
tion and unemployment rates. That linkage,
popularly known as the Phillips Curve, is the
result ofcombining a price and a wage equation.
Because wages are related to the unemployment
rate, that approach establishes a direct link be-
tween unemployment and final-product prices,
which are considered to be a variable mark-
up on unitlaborcosts. Othervariables, ofcourse,
also appear in the combined price equation: One
of these-the capacity-utilization rate-refl(':cts
aggregate-demand pressures on existing capaci-
ty, and thus is included in the equation because
these pressures determine the value of the
price/labor-cost markup. Consequently, the
combined price equationwill containtwo excess-
demand variables-the unemployment rate, ref-
lecting excess demand in labor markets, and the
capacity-utilization rate, reflecting excess de-
mand in final-product markets. This result pres-
ents both a problem and an opportunity for
those interested in estimating the impactofthese
variables upon inflation.
First, there is a problem because, with the
close historical association between unemploy-
ment and capacity utilization, we may not be
able with one equation to separate statistically
the effects ofthese two variables upon inflation.
The high historical correlation is in part related
to the fact that labor demand is a derived de-
mand,sothatexcess demand in thefinal-product
market tends to produce excess demand in the
labgr Sector. In addition, as recent empirical
stu<ftessuggest, there may be limited substituta-
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bility between capacity and labor utilization.
More intensive use of plant and equipment
requires more intensive utilization of labor. In
general, this results in higher employment
(hence, lower unemployment) when capacity
utilization rates are rising. In one recent'study,
Modigliani and Papademos stated that because
of the high correlation between the two excess-
demand variables, they were unable to estimate
separate influences.
2 They therefore dropped
capacity utilization from consideration, because
they were primarily interested in measuring the
inflationary impact of alternative unemploy~
ment rates. In this paper, in contrast, we focus
upon the inflationary impact of alternative
capacity-utilization rates.
Thus, we have the opportunity with our com-
bined price equation, which connects inflation
and capacity utilization, to make some interest-
ing comparisons with the inflation/unemploy-
ment relation so often discussed in the literature.
Two schools ofthought may be distinguished in
the literature. The "natural rate of unemploy-
ment" school believes that there is only one full
employment-unemployment rate, towards
which the economy tends over time. Ifgovern-
mentpolicy attempts to maintain a rate lower
than the natural rate, inflationary pressures will
accelerate as long as that lower rate is main-
tained. According to this school of thought,
there is no long-run tradeoff between inflation
and· unemployment. In contrast, the "non-
accelerating-inflation rate of unemployment"
school takes an eclectic approach to the question
ofa trade-off. In this view, there may be several
equilibrium points, and there may also be un-
stable inflationary conditions at relatively low
unemployment rates, so that no permanent
trade-off exists.
Our study suggests the existence of a full-capacity utilization rate which is consistent with
the "natural rate ofunemployment"concept. We
can detect no permanent,stablerelation between
inflation and capacity utilization existing in this
country since the early 1950's. Attemptsto main-
tain acapacity-utilizationrateabove theestimat-
ed full-capacity equilibrium rate appear to be
associated with a steadily increasing inflation
rate.
Thisraisesthequestionoftheactuallevelofthe
stable-inflation capacity-utilization rate. In oth-
er words, at what point in the use ofthe nation's
industrial capacity are inflationary pressures
likely to increase? The recent rate of capacity
utilization-still below 85 percent in August,
according to the Federal Reserve series-would
seem to indicate someslack when compared with
the 87-88 percent post-World War II peacetime
peaks. Indeed, according to Senate Banking
Committee Chairman Proxmire, most witnesses
at a recent committee hearing felt that inflation-
ary pressures would not build until those previ-
ous peak operating rates had been surpassed.
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But our historical experience since the early
1950's does not substantiate such a conclusion.
Inflation has tended to accelerate well before
previous peak rates have been reached; a utiliza-
tion rate compatible with price stability appears
to be a good deal lower than those peak rates.
Ourstatistical estimates suggest thattheequil-
ibrium rate of capacity utilization consistent
with a stable rate of inflation falls around 82
percent, Or within the range of 80~8312 percent.
(In other words, 80 and 8312 percent represent
the 95-percent confidence limits of our 82-
percent point estimate.) Historically, the rate of
inflation increaseswhen capacityutilization rises
above 8312 percent, while the rate of inflation
declines when capacity utilization falls below 80
percent.
Onepointshould be clarified attheoutset. The
relationship that we examine between inflation
and capacity utilization is one in which overall
inflationary pressures are Closely linked with
those in the U.S. manufacturingsector. Ifunusu-
al pricing behavior occurs in the farm orimport
sector, ourmodel will notcapturealloftheinitial
inflationary response, and we can observe in-
creasing inflation although capacity utilization
rates are within the full capacity limits. In other
words, recent increases in inflation which have
been attributed to increases in food prices have
occurred regardless ofaggregate demand press-
ures on available capacity. Nonetheless, should
capacity-utilization rates continue above the 83
12-percent upperlimit ofutilization, we could ex-
pect additional inflationary pressures to be gen-
erated by the nonfarm business sectorofthe U.S.
economy.
The next section of this paper provides a
simple testable model relating inflation and
capacity utilization. The following sectionspres-
ent the statistical results and the conclusions of
our analysis.
I. Relationship Between Inflation and Capacity Utilization
We are accustomed to think about inflationin
terms of the inflation/unemployment relation,
referred to as the Phillips Curve.
4 The associa-
tion between capacity-utilization rates andinfla-
tion can be viewed within the context of that
relation. As an illustration, we derive here a
modified Phillips Curve, which is a general form
of those incorporated in most large structural
econometric models atKi recentlyin several mon-
etaristmodels ofthe U.S. economy.5
The Phillips Curve is derivedfrom theinterac-
tion oftwo basic structural equations: (1) a price
equation relating prices to a markup on unit
labor costs and(2) a wage equationrelatingwage
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changes to labor-market excess demand and
expected inflation. Aggregate-demand pres-
sures-as represented by capacity-utilization
rates-affect the markup by which prices are
related to unitlaborcosts. As demandbuildsand
utilization rates increase, for example,the mark-
up on costs may increase as final product prices
adjust to eliminate excess demand. An increase
in the markup during periods of increasing
demand may also reflect noncompetitive pricing
behavior by some firms who feel they can raise
prices without a serious loss in sales.
6
A general form of the price equation which
incorporates this behavior may be written:(1) "f" are linear, and we define the variables as
follows:
where al2 and au are estimated coefficients and
"f' denotes a functional relationship. The infla-
tion rate(IR)inthecurrentperiod (t)is relatedto
the rate of change in nominal wages (\\1),. the
trend rate of productivity growth (T), and a
function (f) oftheactual measuredrateofcapaci-
tyutilization(CU)relative to its expected normal
or equilibrium value (CUe). The value off(CU-
CU')will be zerowhen measured capacityutiliza-
tion is equal to its equilibrium rate; rates of
utilizationabove CUe will leadto higherinflation
and rates below equilibrium will lead to reduced
inflation.
A general form of the wage equation may be
written:
W t = a21 IRt + ant - h(u - ue), (2)
where a21 and a23 are estimated coefficients and
"h" denotes a functional relationship. IR* re-
presents the expected inflation rate, u is the
measured unemployment rate and u
e is its equil-
ibrium value. The difference (u - u
e
) represents
that part of unemployment most responsive to
changes in excess-demand pressures. Here, as in
the rest of the paper, excess demand may be
positive (reflecting greater quantity demanded
than supplied) or negative (reflecting greater
supply). The unemployment rate, ormoreexact-
ly, (u - u
e
), enters the wage-adjustmentequation
as a proxy variable representing excess labor
demand. Accordingto theequation, whenexcess
demand for labor is zero, inflation-adjusted
wages (Wt - a21 IRt) will rise in proportiontothe
trend rate of growth in labor productivity, t. 7
We may derive a semi-reduced-form relation-
ship for the inflation rate by substituting equa-
tion (2) into (l):
IRt = al2a2IIR~ + (al2a23 al3)t
- a l2h (u - u
e
) + f(CU - CUe) (3)
Equation (3), the general form of the Phillips
relation, provides the framework for the statisti-
cal tests in this paper. Butbeforewe canestimate
that equation, we must first specify thefunction-
al forms "h" and "f" and the variables in the
equation. We assume that the functions"h" and
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IR~ = IRt- 1
Last period's inflation rate, measured by
the percentage change in the GNP im-
plicit deflator, this peri-
od's expected rate.
T = TIME.
The trend rate of labor productivity
(output per worker hour) is represented
a lineartime trend;and
,,It.~rn,,tlVP]Vby a two-year and a three-
year moving average of output per
worker-hour.
CU Federal Reserve capacity-utilization se-
ries for total manufacturing.
u = unemployment rate of prime-age males
(25-54)
This rate appears to be a better cyclical
indicator of demand pressure than the
overall rate, which has
tended in the past decade to reflect the
changing structure in labor markets.s
All estimates use annualdata. We furtherassume
that the rates of for
prime-age males (u
e
), and capacity utilization
(CUC), have been constant over the 1953-77
sample period. Regarding the prime-age unem-
ployment rate, available data suggest that the
rate averages roughly 3 percent at peacetime
cyclical peaks, with no discernible trend. Re-
garding the capacity-utilization rate, recent the-
oretical studies suggest that the equilibrium rate
of utilization is dependent upon economic costs
and the degree of labor-capital substitutability,
and therefore may vary overtime.
9 However, we
maintain the hypothesis ofa constant CUe onthe
basis of our initial estimates of the impact upon
that rate of such economic variables as the
relative cost of capital to labor which were
statistically insignificant. (This point is rein-
forced by Joseph Bisignano's article in this
Review.) With these specifications, and with the
incorporation of both equilibrium values in a
constant term, may be written:cant, however, when equations were estimated
with onlyone orthe otherincluded. These results
are shown in Appendix 1.
Given the above conclusions, we maydropthe
time trendfrom equation(3') andincludecapaci-
ty utilization as thesole proxyforexcessdemand
in the model. Other analysts, more interested in
the unemployment/inflation relation, have
dropped capacityutilizationfrom theirmodels. 13
Our interest, however, lies with the capacity-
utilization variables, which leads us to replace
equation (3') with the following general form:
According to this specification, capacity utili-
zation and inflation rates are linked in the cur-
rent period through the value dl , but it is not a
uniquecontemporaneousrelationship, since cur-
rent inflation depends also on past inflation
through the lagged inflation-rate term. Our
ability to associate a certain inflation rate with a
certain level ofcapacityutilizationdependsupon
the value of dI/(l-d2 ), and crucially upon the
value ofd2,thecoefficient ofpastinflation.14 Ifd2
is less than unity, past inflation rates will become
less and less important over time, andeventually
will tend to have no impact on current inflation.
Under such circumstances, we will observe in the
long-run a unique, stable relationship develop-
ing between capacity utilization and inflation.A
higher rate of capacity utilization will become
associated with a higher rate of inflation, and
conversely. It would be possible, then, for an
economy to lower its inflation rate bymaintain-
ing over time a lower average rate of capacity
utilization. 15
On the other hand, whend2is equaltoone,the
expression dI/(l-d2) is infinite, so thatno unique
association exists, even in the long-run, between
capacity utilization and inflation. A long-run
curve relating the two variables is vertical, as
illustrated by theline cc' in Chart 1. Underthese
circumstances, a given operating rate will be
consistent with any rate of inflation, and the
equilibrium inflation rate will be determined by
other factors. 16
In statistical tests of equation (4)-under a
variety ofspecifications for the lagged structure,
the sample period and the inflation aggregate-





Economic theory andstatisticalresults report-
ed in the literature suggest the values ofsome of
the coefficients in equation (3'). We expect that
the coefficient ofthe trend term in laborproduc-
tivity, b2, will not differ significantly from zero.
This can be seen from the elements of b2. The
values al2 and al3, derivedfrom the pricemarkup
equation (1), are the coefficients associated with
thechangein nominalwages CW) andproductivi-
ty ('T), respectively. In statisticaltests oftheprice
equation, these coefficient values generally are
equal and are close to unity. 10 This indicates that
the relevant measure for pricing decisions is a • • measure of standard unit labor costs (W - T);
consequently, changes in moneywages andtrend
productivity would have the same quantitative
impact (but in the opposite direction) and would
be completely passed through to final prices. In
addition, we expect a23 = 1. This reflects the
assumption that, in equilibrium, the rate of
change in real wages is equalto the rate ofchange
in labor productivity.
We expect to find a close, although not per-
fect, association between changes in unemploy-
ment (u) and capacity utilization (CU), since
both reflect pressures originating from excess
demand in productmarkets. II Inaddition, recent
empirical evidence suggests that there is limited
substitutability between capacityand laborutili-
zation.. The high correlation between the two
may prevent our obtaining independent esti-
mates ofthe impact ofeither one onthe inflation
rate in equation (3').12
Our estimate of equation (3') did, in fact,
substantiate our. expectations concerning the
significance •• of. the independent variables.• In
particular, the trend coefficient, b2, was not
significantly different from zero, and neither
excess-demand variable added significantly to
the determination ofinflation. Each was signifi-
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IRt = dl(CUt - CUe) + d2IRt-l (4)Chart 1
Inflation-Capacity Utilization Equilibrium Relationship
When Coefficient on Past Inflation is Unity
Inflation
rate
therefore, that the level ofcapacity utilization is
not uniquely related with any particular rate of
inflation. On the other hand, when dzis equal to
unity, there is a permanent and stable relation-
ship between changes in the inflation rate and
capacity-utilization rates. Inflation thus tends to
accelerate when capacity utilization surpasses a
particular level. To illustrate this, we may write
equation (4) in terms of the change in the infla-
tion rate, CIR, by moving past inflation to the
left-hand side since its coefficient value is one:




we found that the coefficient on past infla-
tion, dz, was not significantly different from
unity. These results are reported in Appendix 2
for U.S. data since the early 1950's. It appears,
Thus, if actual utilization (CUt) is maintained
above the equilibrium rate, the rate ofinflation
will steadily increase; the inflation rate will rise
each period by "a" percentage for each percen-
tage point the current operating rate exceeds the
equilibrium rate. Conversely, at utilization rates
below CUe, inflation will generally decline over
time. Only at the equilibrium operating rate will
the change in inflation be zero, with stability in
the inflation rate.
II. Estimating a Stable-Inflation Capacity-Utilization Rate
By incorporating the CUe in the constant term,




The equilibrium rate is the full-capacity utiliza-
tion rate associated with stability in the inflation
rate; that is, the change in the inflation rate will
where k = aCUO. Once we obtain an estimate of
"a" , an estimate of CUe may be derived by
dividing the constant term by that value, i.e.,
be zero, on average, when CUt = CUe. All
statistical tests, unless otherwise stated, utilize
annual data.
We first developed a regression for the 1954-73
sample period (Line 1 of Table 1). We omitted
the more recent years from this first estimation
because of the unusual price factors which sur-
faced during this period, such as the oil price
hike, agricultural shortages, and the overall
effects of imported inflation.
17 The estimate of
CUe is 81.95 for the 1954-73 period.
For the entire 1954-77 period, we would ex-
pect greater variance because of the unusual
price factors just cited-and this is exactly what
we see (Line 2). The standard error has about
doubled, yet the estimate of the CUe (81.92)
remains virtually unchanged. The constant term
is negative, as posited by our model, and thees-
timate ofthe "a"coefficient is statistically signif-
icant at the 5-percent level. We made alternative
specifications of the basic model in orderto test
the robustness of the CUe estimate, yet in each
case the estimate remained close to 82 percent.
(5)
(5')
CIRt= a(CU, - cue)
CIR, =-k + aCUt
Equation (5), which is in terms ofthe change in
the inflation rate (CIR), is our basic model for
estimating the equilibrium rate ofcapacity utili-
zation.
24Again, our estimates generally remaihed unaf-
fected when we substituted a manufacturing
wholesale-price index in the. price series,and
when we substituted fourth-quarter to fourth-
quarter for annual-average price data.
We. introduced dummy variables into our
equations to adjust for the unusual price behav-
iorof the 1974-76 period and for the price
controls ofthe 1972 period(Lines 5and6). These
adjustments led to a substantial drop in the
standard error, to a point about equal to that
reported for the original (1954-73) regression,
and with coefficient estimates similar to the
earlier period also.
Our preferred regression (Line 6) indicates
that for every percentage-point increase above
81.9 percent ofcapacity utilization, the inflation
rate tends to increase by .12 percentage points.
Forexample, withan increase in utilizationfrom
81.9 percent to 83.9 percent, we would expect the
inflation rate to increase by .24 percentage
points. Ifcapacity utilization rose to 83.9 percent
inyear 2, the inflation rate would rise from (say)
6.00 percent to 6.24 percent-and if capacity
utilization remained at 83.9 percent in year3, the
inflation rate would rise further to 6.48 percent.
Thisresulfalso held in the shorter (1954-73)
period, and therefore appears stable over differ-
ent time spans. IS
We also tried various lag structures for the
variables CU and IR. However, the results for
the additional lagged values were not significant
at the 5-percent level. 19
We next estimated the 95-percent confidence
interval for the CUe, 20 realizing that policymak-
ers obtainlittle benefitfrom knowingtheaverage
utilization rate which leads toincreased inflation
if there is a wide band ofuncertainty associated
with that average estimate. The 95-percentconfi-
dence interval is 79.6-83.5 percent for the 1954-
73 period (Line 1). Relatively wide confidence
intervals are associated withthe extension ofthe
estimating period to cover the 1973-77 period,
but we can obtaina narrowerconfidenceinterval
by incorporating dummy variables to account
for the special price factors which dominated
those years. With those adjustments, the 95-
confidence interval for the CUe for the 1954-77
period is 79.8-83.4 percent (Line 6). This range
appears narrow enough, relative to historical
utilization rates, to provide a meaningful signal
of potential inflationary pressures.
Table 1
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Estimation period is 1954-73
Fourth quarter to fourth quarter
Capacity utilization for total manufacturing
G. N. P. implicit deflator used for change in inllation rate
Wholesale-price index (manufacturing) used for change in inllation rate
I in 1972 and 0 elsewhere
1 in 1974 and 0 elsewhere
I in 1976 and 0 elsewhere















keeps shifting as long as the inflation rate keeps
changing. Consequently, we expect the relation-
ship to trace a counterclockwise loop. This
behavior is analogous to what we find in the
inflation/unemployment relation,as risinginfla-
tion expectations shift the inflation/unemploy-
ment curve over time.
Consider an initial equilibrium at point a.
Suppose there is a disturbance which results in
capacity utilization increasing relative to CUe.
The rate ofinflation will thenfollow thepatha to
b. If capacity utilization begins to decline from
point b back towards its equilibrium value,the
inflation rate will follow the path b to c. Note
that the equilibrium inflation rate consistent
with a returntoCUe is higherthan its initial rate.
This is because the economy maintains a
capacity-utilization rate always greater than
CUe; hence, the current year's inflation is always
greater than last period's. To return to the initial
inflation rate, a, capacity utilization must fall
relative to CUe; for example,tracingthe pathcto
d, and then returning to a. Inflation need not,
however, ever return to its initial equilibrium
value if events prevent capacity utilization from
remaining less than CUe for a sufficient time or




Capacity Utilization Rate and Change in Inflation Rate
Graphical Illustration
L'
IRt = .12(CUt - 82.0) + IRt- 1
Inflation
rate
The relationship which we estimated between
the change in the inflation rate and capacity
utilization can be written in thefollowing terms.
To simplify the discussion, we have not included
any dummy variables.
This relationship may also be illustratedgraphi-
cally (Chart 2). At the capacity-utilization rate
equal to equilibrium, CUe, the vertical line illus-
trates the lack of a long-run stable relationship
between the rate of inflation and the capacity-
utilization rate. Essentially this means thatonce
an economy departs from its equilibrium value,
it may return to it, but at a rate of inflation
different from its initial value.
If the capacity utilization rate is above CUe,
the inflation rate is expected to increasesteadily.
Iflast year's rate ofinflation remained constant,
the relationship between capacityutilizationand
the current inflation rate would trace the path
denoted by SS'in the chart,where"a"represents
the point where this year's inflation is equal to
last year's rate.
But according to equation 6, a deviation of
capacity utilization from CUe will in fact change
this year's inflation rate, which will alter hext





'Annuai Percent Change in GNP Implicit Deflator
26These counterclockwise loops
trated with recent U.S. historical
The colored line first traces the recoverywhich
began in· 1954, \Vith an inflation rate averaging
less than two percent. During therecovery,the
inflation rate. increased as capacity utilization
rose and remained above so thatthe
return towards82 percent was accompanied with
a higher inflation than at the start of the re-
covery. The business contraction in 1958 resulted
in inflation returning to about the 1954 value.
Again, the long recovery ofthe 1960's started
out with a relatively low inflation rate. Between
1969 and 1970, the economy turned down and
crc,ssf:~d the 82-percentcapacity-utilization line
double the initial rate of infla-
tion. The contraction which foHowed was rela-
tively short lived, and consequentlythe inflation
rate dropped very little.
The current recovery is apparently beginning
its counterclockwise loop. The price movements
of 1976 and 1977 appear closely associated with
the imbedded inflation from the pressuresgener-
ated in the previous years of high capacity
utilization.If1978 carries theeconomytoutiliza-
tion rates beyond equilibrium, we may find the
next return to equilibrium at higher inflation
rates than we are now experiencing.
Summary and Conclusions
In this paper, we have combined a wage and a
price equation to derive a semi-reduced-form
model of inflation. Our equation for the CUe
relates changes in the inflation rate to deviations
ofcapacity utilizationfrom its equilibrium value.
According to that equation, a stable inflation
rate is consistent with a full-capacity utilization
rate of 82 percent --or within the 80-to-83'/2
percentrange provided by our 95-percent confi-
dence limits. These results were robust under
changes in the estimation period, the lag struc-
ture and the chosen inflation rate.
Many economists believe that the yardstick
for full use ofthe nation's productive resources is
provided by the historical peak of capacity
utilization--specifically, the 87-to-88 percent
level of the 1973 period. Our analysis suggests,
however, that the full-capacity utilizationrate is
reached at a somewhat lower level, so that there
less non-inflationary slack in the presentecon-
omy than is commonly believed. Indeed, infla-
tion tends to accelerate when the rate
surpasses 82 more generally, the
80 to 83 Once that
range, excess demand generates inflationary
pressures as less efficient labor and capital re-
27
sources are called into use. Thus, since utilization
rates recently have approached 85 percent, we
could expect mounting inflationary pressures
from the domestic, nonfarm business sector of
our economy.
Once capacity utilization exceeds the range
indicated, the increased inflation tends to be-
come imbedded in future inflation, with the
current period's higher prices being reflected in
the next period's expectations. Our analysis
suggests that when the operating rate rises above
the full-capacity range, its return to that range
will be accompanied bya higherrate ofintlation.
For the inflation rate to decline, therefore, ca-
pacity utilization would have to fall below its
equilibrium value, such as generally happens in a
business recession.
We may conclude that, in the 1978 economy,
there is no more non-inflationaryslackavailable.
The important policy task, therefore, is to steera
steady course which does.not permit output
growth to exceed its long-run potential. Under
such circumstances, a stable rate ofinflation can
be maintained with both capital and labor at


























Estimates of·Equation (3.') :j:
(Annual Data, 1953-77)
1 Standard Estimation
TIME XM2 XM3 URM(t) URM(t) CU(t) R2 Error OW Procedure ----
.075 -.507 -.024 .71 1.28 1.82 OLSQ
(1.20) H·15) -.20)
.401 -.472 -.017 .70 1.3[ 1.82 OLSQ
(.974) (-1.025) (-.137)
.324 -.506 -.016 .69 1.32 1.86 OLSQ
(.79) (-1.09) (-.12)
-.537 .024 .19 1.28 2.ll OLSQ
(-1.25) (.218)
.143 .17 1.30 2.11 OLSQ
(2.44)
-.617 .22 1.26 2.09 OLSQ
(-2.82)












Estimation period is 1954-77
Annual rate of change in GNP implicit deflator
Change in [R
Linear time trend
Two-year moving average of output-manhours ratio. (Output includes nonfarm business sector and households;
manhours includes private domestic nonfarm business sector, including proprietors and unpaid family workers.)
Three-year moving average of output-manhours ratio
Unemployment rate of males aged 25-54






















































:j: t-statistics in parentheses
[R (t) G.N.P.implicit deflator used for inflation rate
lRW (t) Wholesale-price index (manufacturing) used for inflation rate
0' = I in 1972 and 0 elsewhere
0 2 = I in 1974 and 0 elsewhere
0 3 = I in 1976 and 0 elsewhere
28FOOTNOTES
Substitute (4') into (4), to derive
Lagging equation (4), we obtain
IRt = d1 (CUt - cue) + d1d2 (CUt-1 - CUe)





IRt = d1 r d2 (CU - CUe)
i=O
00 i co
where d1 r d2 = d1 - d1d2
i=O -
1-d2 1-d2
If d2<1, expression (7) converges to a finite number
resulting, according to (6), in a stable, equilibrium
association between IR and CU. If d2>1, no stable
solution exists; any gap between actual and expected
inflation continually widens. If d2=1, there is no long-
run solution of equation (6); the equilibrium inflation
rate is independent of the rate of capacity utilization.
15. The terms permanent, long-run and equilibrium are
used interchangeably in his paper, in the sense of a
situation that wouldexist indefinitelyifnotdisturbed by
"exogenous" forces, such as mandated energy-price
increases or changes in fiscal and/or monetary policy.
16. For a similar derivation of the long and short-run
impact of unemployment upon inflation, see Tobin
(1972),
17. For an analysis of inflationary pressures over this
period, see Keran and Riordan (1976>'
18.·One other estimate of the stable-inflation capacity-
utilization rate was derived by Otto Eckstein and Gary
Fromm in their 1968 article, "The Price Equation".
Using quarterlydata, 1954.1-1965.4, and thewholesale-
price index, they estimated a price equation oftheform
(1) above. They found an equilibrium value for the
capacity-utilization rate of 82 percent. The capacity-
utilization index was the Klein-Summers estimate,
which atthe time of theirstudyaveraged about2points
higher than the Federal Reserve Board Index used in
this paper. They also found that every additional point
of the operating rate raises prices by .03 percent a
quarter, or .12 percent a year as we have found.
Eckstein and Fromm's results, however, are not
strictly comparable to ours, since they used the
wholesale-price index instead of the GNP implicit de-
reduced form similar to equation (3), dropped capacity
utilization because ofthe high correlation between the
unemployment-rate measure used in their equation
and capacity utilization. Modigliani and Papademos
then went on to measure the nonaccelerating inflation
rate of unemployment.
14. Equation (4) states:
Continuing this process, current inflation is seen to be a
distributed-lag of capacity utilization. Assuming a giv-
en level of CU through time, we obtain the infinite
geometric series-
1. See Phillips (1958),
2. See Modigliani andPapademos (1976),
3. "Required Reading," American Banker, May 3,1978,
page 4.
4. In the literature, the term Phillips curve refers to the
relation between the unemploymentrate and the rate of
change in wages, but also to the relation between the
unemployment rate and the rate of change of final-
product prices. We shall use the term only in the latter
sense.
5. See Eckstein (1972), Stein (1978) and Laidler (1973),
6. Numerous studies in the literature relate demand
pressures tothe inflation rate and use capacity utiliza-
tion as a proxy fordemand pressureswithin the context
ofa price-markup equation. See the articles in Eckstein
(1972) and HirSch (1977). One of the earliest studies is
Eckstein and Fromm (1968).
7. For wage equations of this general form, see those
incorporated in the models discussed in Eckstein
(1972),
8. The unemployment rate of males, (25-54) is relatively
insensitive to cyclical business conditions, so that
changes in their unemployment rate basically reflect
changes in job opportunities and in the demand for
labor in general. For a review of the use of unemploy-
ment rates in labor market stUdies, see Mincer (1966),
The aggregate unemployment rate, on the other hand,
reflects the changing composition ofthelaborforce, so
that it may change even when demand pressures in
labor markets do not. For example, teenagers and
women historically have higher than average unem-
ployment rates; thus, although their group unemploy-
ment rate may not change, an increase in their percen-
tage .in the labor force will increase the overall
measured unemployment rate. Since the mid-1960's,
both these groups have increased their labor-force
participation substantially; consequently, the mea-
sured total unemployment rate has tended to overstate
the amount of slack in labor markets. The reader will
note that sinceequation (3) uses the variable (u - ue), the
aggregate unemployment rate could be used as aproxy
for excess demand provided we also included the
equilibrium unemployment rate. Recent research indi-
cates· that the equilibrium rate has been increasing
since the early 1950's, although there is a good deal of
professional debate about its actual value. I have used
the unemployment rate of males (25-54) in the text,
since that group's equilibrium unemployment rate may
be represented as a constant.
9. See Winston (1974) for a review of this literature.
10. See Tobin (1972),
11. For ananalysis ofthe unemployment and capacity-
utilization relationship over the business cycle, see
Butler (1977).
12. Because the demand for labor is derived from the
demand for final output, we mayexpect a high correla-
tion between excess demand in the two markets. In
addition, we may assume that once capital stock is in
place, there is limited substitutability between capacity
utilization and labor employment. Recent empirical
evidence appears to substantiate this assumption (see
Malcomson). This limited substitutability may be the
major reason why we observe a high correlation be-
tween labor and capacity utilization in U.S. data.
13. Modigliani and Papademos (1976), using a quasi-
29flator as a measure of inflation. In addition,the
capacity-utilization series have undergone sUbstantial
revisions since the time of their study, which could
affect their estimates.
Nevertheless, both studies, using different but con~
sistent models of pricing behavior-theirs a structural
price equation and mine a reduced form equation~
both similarly concluded that the stable~inflationfull
capacity utilization rate is substantially less than the
estimated historical peak would indicate.
19. The reader will note that ourestimation equationis
but one relation in a complete model ofthe U.S. econo-
my. In our estimations, we treat capacity utilizationas
an exogenous variable. In the context of a complete
model, theoperating ratewould be determinedbyother
economic variables including inflation. Consequently,
our estimates maybe subjecttosimultaneous-equation
bias. We therefore estimated equations similarto those
reported on lines 1 and 2, Table 1, using a two-stage
least squares procedure where capacity utilization was
a function of past moneysupply growth. Ourresults did
not differ from those reported in Table 1; therefore, we
continued to use ordinary least squares or Cochrane-
Orcutt procedures.
20. The formula for calculating the confidence limits
was supplied by John L. Scadding. The procedure for
obtaining the formula is described in "The Sarnpling
Distribution of the Liviatan Estimator ofthe Geometric
Distributed Lag Parameter," byScadding in Economet-
rica, May 1973.
The formula for the lower and upper confidence
limits is




a = estimate of constant
b2 = estimate of coefficient of capacity utiliza-
tion
2
Sa = square of standard errorof estimated con-
stant
2
Sa = square of standard error of b
oh
t = student t variable, tn-2
Sab = estimate of covariance between a and b
30
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